


Thank You 

for Your Purchase!
I am so excited to have you experience the skin-loving effects 
of Plantinol. Say hello to your new wrinkle-fighting friend. 
Natural, safe and effective skincare... the way it should be.


Get ready to say, ba-bye wrinkles!



Dina Pugliese-Mirkovich

Founder & Owner





The All-Natural,

Anti-Wrinkle Elixir Is Here!

Introducing  - the clean and natural, plant-based alternative to 
Retinol, that is about to revolutionize the war against wrinkles.



 Clinical studies show the 
ingredients inside are more effective than retinol at combating depth of 
wrinkles after a two month period.



The comparative studies have concluded that 
 Its rejuvenating effects surpass Retinol’s and the 

best thing is – Plantinol comes without any side effects.

Plantinol™

Plantinol is a superior, anti-wrinkle serum.

Plantinol is a safe 
alternative to Retinol.

A SAFE AND EFFECTIVE SKIN AGING SOLUTION

IS NOW AT YOUR FINGERTIPS...
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Special Care Instructions

Important: This product is made with all-natural and organic 
ingredients that require special care to preserve the premium 
goodness inside. Please follow these instructions to maintain 
the quality of this product.

We want you to be 100% satisfied with your purchase! If you have any 
issues with your product, please contact us immediately at 
help@thecareprinciple.com

Questions or Concerns? 

 Store your product in a cool, dry location with low humidity

 If a cool, dry location is unavailable, store product in the 
refrigerator

NO ANIMAL

TESTING

Distributed by the care principle Toronto, ON M5S 1R8 THECAREPRINCIPLE.COM

PLANT BASED

(VEGAN)

GLUTEN 
FREE

SUSTAINABLY

SOURCED



Combat wrinkles and enjoy smoother, softer skin, without the flaking, 
dryness or sun-sensitivity that is often caused by Retinol. 



Apply 2-3 pumps of Plantinol anti-wrinkle serum to your face and neck 
before applying moisturizer. For best results, use morning and evening.



Go clean and natural and your skin will thank you for it!

The new gold standard in anti-wrinkle skincare is here. 
It is ! 



Plantinol is packed with safe and clean ingredients. 
 are blended  

that penetrate deep into the skin, improving overall 
volume and density. 



At the same time Plantinol keeps your skin silky 
smooth and hydrated while 

.



The even-toning effects of Plantinol’s components 
rapidly decrease the appearance of fine lines as well 
as the density and the length of wrinkles.



Our proprietary blend of clean and effective 
ingredients will help you achieve the n

 you are searching for! 



clean, green and effective

Edible seeds with natural antioxidants

preserving its natural 
elasticity and glow

atural, youthful 
radiance


